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Audio Packages 
Every configuration to fit your needs 

No two events are the same and so flexibility is important. I 
offer many configurations to accommodate any situation. I have 
large and small speakers, subwoofers, sophisticated DJ software, 
and a variety of microphones.  

A. Basic Audio Package 
Includes all programming and timeline planning/coordinating for 
the event. Appropriate sized speakers for venue and microphones 
for speeches. This package includes 4 hours of performance time. 
(Additional performance time is $100/hour) 

B. Ceremony Music 
I can provide an additional audio setup to supply background 
music for your ceremony. Traditionally “Here Come’s the Bride” 
and  “Wedding March” plus any additional requests, add a nice 
touch to your ceremony. 

$600 

$200 

C. Officiant Audio 
I can provide a separate audio channel and lavaliere microphone 
for the Officiant so that all guests in attendance can be a part of 
what is being said at the altar. 

$100 
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Lighting Packages 
Intimate to dance club, you decide 

I offer a wide variety of lighting effects to meet your needs. I 
have up lighting, atmospheric effects, strobes, lasers, follow-

spots, and fully intelligent synchronized lighting. 

A. Lighting Package 1 

Includes (5) Dual-Purpose LED up lights and (2) fully 
programmable 3D Moving Heads. You also have your choice of 
atmospheric effects such as fog, snow, bubbles, lasers, etc. If 
you desire, the projector and screen is included for slide shows. 

B. Lighting Package 2 
This is the most popular package. It includes (5) Dual-Purpose 
LED up lights to completely transform a room. Lights are fully 
programmable to change color to music. 

$200 

$300 

C. Lighting Package 3 (Unlimited) 

This package includes (1) Dual-Purpose LED up light that serves 
as ambient light during dinner and dance floor lighting during the 
party. Can be used as up light or focused down from above. 

$500 
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$200 D. Projector and Screen 
I can provide a projector and screen for slide shows. 
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Distance 
Wherever your event is, it is not too far 

I am willing to travel to any destination to give you the best 
experience possible! All distances are based off of my home zip 
code of 85204. 

A. Major Metropolitan Area 
Includes all major cities within 50 miles of 85204. 

B. Out of Town 
There are many beautiful areas just outside of the valley to hold 
your event and I would be honored to be there. This category 
includes destinations 51 to 100 miles from 85204. 

No extra charge 

$100 

C. Long Distance 
I am available for destination events as well. This category 
applies to in-state destinations over 100 miles from 85204. 
Out-of-state destinations are available and can be negotiated. 

$200 
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DJ Randy K 
“The Personable Professional" 

Phone: 623-533-0346 
Email: krandall724@hotmail.com 

Web: www.DJRandyK.com 
Facebook.com/DJRandyK 
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